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ABSTRACT 
 
Ecological Niche Modeling of the North American Giant Salamander: Predicting Current and 
Future Potential Distributions and Examining Environmental Influences 
by 
 
Selena Saferight Roark 
 
 
North American Giant Salamanders (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis), commonly known as 
hellbenders, have been experiencing a population decline due to human influences.  Many efforts 
are underway to save the hellbender but their entire potential geographical range has not been 
well-studied. The Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Production was used to model the current 
hellbender potential distribution at a macro-scale under two different environmental scenarios. 
Additionally, future potential distributions were projected to predict where possible habitat loss 
and expansion may occur.  Niche modeling was also used to evaluate the influence of 
environmental parameters across geography and between two sub-species of hellbender. Results 
showed that future models revealed large areas of currently suitable habitat may be lost.  Habitat 
expansion was predicted for several areas.  Current and future modeled distributions will provide 
conservationists with a more specific, and quantified, geographical and ecological description of 
where environmentally suitable areas exist for hellbenders. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Salamanders belong to the Order Caudata and consist of 10 families and approximately 
620 species. Field and collections research continue to add new species to the growing list of 
salamanders and some of this research has resulted in various phylogenetic revisions of the 
group. Salamanders can be aquatic, terrestrial, or both depending on the different stages of 
development.  Caudata includes the families of Plethodontidae, Amphiumidae, Rhyacotritonidae, 
Proteidae, Ambystomatidae, Dicamptodontidae, Salamandridae, Hynobiidae, Crytobranchidae, 
and Sirenidae (Kuhn and Estes 1981).  This study will only focus on the family 
Cryptobranchidae.  This family consists of two extant genera of salamanders, Andrias and 
Cryptobranchus.  Andrias inhabits China and Japan while Cryptobranchus is found is the United 
States (Nickerson and Mays 1973). 
Paleontological Background 
 
Many other genera of the Family Cryptobranchidae are now extinct or have been 
reclassified into a different genus.  One recent reclassification was suggested due to a challenge 
in the fossil record of the extinct Cryptobranchus guildayi. This salamander was described by 
Holman (1977) as a new species of hellbender from Pleistoncene fossil records recovered in 
Cumberland Cave, Allegany County, Maryland. 
Bredehoeft and Schubert (2015) analyzed the C. guildayi material and compared the 
remains to 27 modern C. alleganiensis from various institutions.  The culmination of their 
research found that C. guildayi remains are not distinct from modern C. alleganiensis, and 
therefore C. alleganiensis may have extended much deeper into the Pleistocene than previously 
thought. 
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Ecological and Physiological Background 
 
Of the salamanders in the Order Caudata, Cryptobranchus and Andrias are known as the 
giant salamanders. Andrias consists of two extant species; Andrias davidianus of China and 
Andrias japonicas of Japan.  Both Andrias species are fully aquatic and inhabit cold, clear, 
highly oxygenated mountain streams and rivers (Bohme et al. 2012).  Cryptobranchus is found in 
North America and has very similar environmental requirements as Andrias. Although detailed 
comparison of the morphology differences between Cryptobranchus and Andrias is well beyond 
the scope of this study, there are several major differences between the two.  Andrias is the 
largest of the two salamanders and can reach a length of 1600mm. Andrias has characteristics 
that include closed spiracle, hyoid arch, two visceral arches- 2nd ossified, while Crytobranchus 
has spiracle, hyoid arch, four visceral arches with ossification found on the hyoid arch and 2nd 
and 3rd visceral arches. 
 
Ecologically, hellbenders can find suitable habitats in a moderate range of environments. 
 
Since the hellbender is a fully aquatic species and breathes cutaneously, their preferred 
environment includes clean, clear water (Guimond, 1970). Rivers and streams with a great 
amount of turbidity or sedimentation make for poor habitat and can eventually kill a hellbender 
population due to suffocation.  Another important aspect of hellbender habitat is cool, fast 
flowing water (Nickerson and Mays 1973).  Hellbenders have a physiological need for cool to 
cold water and high dissolved oxygen content.  A fast moving stream provides abundant 
dissolved oxygen because the water is rapidly flowing over rocks, which produces more 
dissolved oxygen (Nickerson and Mays 1973).  Additionally, elevations below 3000 feet have 
been suggested as ‘preferred’ habitat, but elevation requirements have not been well-studied 
(Petranka 1998). 
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Conservation Efforts 
 
Hellbender populations are on a sharp decline, largely due to anthropogenic activities 
and disease, and additional research is necessary to prevent extinction (Wheeler et al. 2003; 
Foster et al. 2009).  There are two main categories of anthropogenic habitat destruction: habitat 
loss and excess sedimentation (Nickerson and Mays, 1973; Wheeler et al. 2003; Foster et al. 
2009).  The hellbender is known as a habitat ‘specialist,’ this means that its success is very 
dependent on the consistency of its environment.  The hellbender is confined to a relatively 
narrow niche and serves as a good example of how the minimal adaptive abilities of a specialist 
can make it acutely vulnerable to human impacts on its habitat (Williams et al. 1981).  This 
effect is currently seen in the Ozark Hellbender.  The species of Cryptobranchus alleganiensis, 
including both sub-species, Cryptobranchus allegainiensis allegainiensis and Cryptobranchus 
allegainiensis bishopi. has been listed as Near Threatened by the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (Hammerson 2004). This organization lists major 
threats to the hellbender as habitat degradation and sedimentation from logging, mining and 
construction. Nickerson and Mays (1973) explain some misconceptions that have been 
detrimental to hellbender populations such as the belief that hellbenders are poisonous or that 
they devour game fish and their eggs, leading fisherman to kill hellbenders whenever they were 
found or accidentally snared by a fishing hook.  In the past, fishermen in West Virginia have 
gone so far as to form organized sportsman’s groups to eradicate the species (Nickerson and 
Mays 1973). Today, through education efforts, it is more common knowledge that hellbenders 
are not poisonous and they primarily only eat crayfish and occasionally very small fish (Peterson 
et al. 1989).  This new knowledge for fisherman and others who happen across a hellbender 
provide a good starting point for the conservation efforts that have begun to take place in recent 
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years (Wheeler at al. 2003; Crowhurst et al. 2011). Many North American zoos have also begun 
to raise awareness about declining hellbender populations and have implemented hellbender 
education and conservation programs while maintaining a hellbender exhibit for the public to 
observe. One of the first zoos to implement this program was the St. Louis Zoo in St. Louis, 
Missouri (Ettling 2008). With smaller agencies and large, well-known zoos working together to 
maintain and even grow hellbender populations, there is hope that the hellbender can remain one 
of North America’s most unique amphibians and avoid extinction. 
Niche and Distribution Modeling 
 
Niche and distribution modeling can be utilized for just about any species on Earth and 
the many models and tools available within this growing field of study provide improved 
methods for researchers to better understand various species.  There are many Ecological Niche 
Models (ENM) and Species Distribution Models (SDM) to choose from, each with their own 
advantages and disadvantages.  Although many think that these terms are interchangeable, 
Peterson and Soberon (2012) make a clear distinction between ENMs and SDMs.  The term 
ENM should only be used when focus is on an estimation, or any potential distribution under 
changed conditions and circumstances.  The term SDM is more accurately defined as the actual 
present distribution of a species. 
One of the first SDM packages, BIOCLIM, was developed by Nix (1986).  Nix (1986) 
identified many strengths and weaknesses of BIOCLIM, which are actually applicable to many 
SDMs and ENMs.  BIOCLIM was first accessible to users throughout Australia on CSIRON-ET 
in January 1984, then version 2.0 became available on the PAXUS COMNET network in 1991. 
Busby (1991) found that BIOCLIM had proven itself to be a highly flexible and powerful tool 
for mapping species distributions at a variety of spatial and temporal scales.  Some of the first 
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uses of BIOCLIM to quantify the environmental niche of a species included the distribution of 
73 species of elapid snakes by Nix (1986) and the distribution of Nothopagus cunninghamii 
(myrtle beech) in Tasmania and Victoria by Busby (1986). A map of bioclimatically suitable and 
marginal locations was produced with suitable locations identified beyond its present known 
range. After BIOCLIM showed its success in modeling, many more SDMs and ENMs were 
developed to try and expand on BIOCLIM’s successful start. 
An SDM that has gained in popularity over the past decade is Maxent, based on the 
principle of maximum entropy (Phillips et al. 2006; Phillips and Dudik 2008). Maxent models 
species distributions from presence-only species occurrence data, although the model itself is 
considered to be a presence-absence model because it creates pseudo-absence background data 
(Lutolf et al. 2006; Barbet-Massin et al. 2012). Relationships between species locality and 
important environmental characteristics are estimated within Maxent to produce a prediction of 
species distribution, theoretically similar to a realized niche (Hutchinson, 1957; Peterson et al. 
2007). Another modeling option, the Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Production (GARP), 
creates projected distributions that aim to identify maximum potential habitable areas, similar to 
the fundamental niche of a species (Hutchinson, 1957; Peterson et al. 2007). GARP incorporates 
species occurrence data and environmental variables to establish non-random ecological 
relationships.  These relationships are processed through an IF/THEN iterative process.  Random 
points for pseudo-absences are selected from the geographical space that has zero model 
agreement and are used to create “background” data to reduce sampling bias (Stockwell and 
Peters 1999).  GARP is also unique because the user has the ability to employ several rule-types 
(range, negated range, atomic, logit) at once, making GARP a super-set algorithm. 
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In recent years, the modeling community has developed multi-model support platforms 
that allow the user to pick from many models within a set “package.” Some examples include 
openModeller, dismo, biomod2, and hSDM.  The openModeller platform provides both a 
graphical user interface (GUI) and a command line version.  The platform incorporates Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN), Aquamaps, Bioclim, Consensus, Climate Space Model, GARP single 
run, GARP with best subsets, ENFA, Environmental Distance, Envelope Score, Maximum 
Entropy, Niche Mosaic, Random Forests, Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Virtual Niche 
Generator (Muñoz et al. 2009). OpenModeller was developed to perform the most common 
tasks related to SDM to generate a Potential Distribution Model (PD-Model) based on the 
correlative approach. The openModeller framework was written in ANSI C++ (Muñoz et al. 
2009). The latter three examples (dismo, biomod2, and hSDM) are actually packages that can be 
installed within R – a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics.  The 
dismo package provides model support for BIOCLIM, Domain, Mahalanobis Distance, 
Generalized Linear Models (GLM), Generalized Additive Models (GAM), MaxEnt, Boosted 
Regression Trees (BRT), Random Forests (RF), and SVM.  (Hijmans et al. 2016). The biomod2 
package provides model support for GLM, GAM, BRT, Classification Tree Analysis (CTA), 
ANN, BIOCLIM, Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA), Multiple Adaptive Regression Spline 
(MARS), RF, and MaxEnt (Thuiller et al. 2016).  The hSDM (hierarchical species distribution 
modeling) package is based on Bayesian inference/probabilities and is the first openly accessible 
model to apply Bayes theorem in the ENM/SDM field (Vielledent et al. 2015). 
While there continues to be debate between ENM and SDM definitions and model 
superiority, many models can be sub-divided into three general categories: profile techniques, 
regression-based techniques, and machine learning techniques (Elith et al. 2006; Franklin, 2009; 
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Hijmans and Elith, 2016).  These categories can help to explain the capabilities, and 
advantages/disadvantages, of each.  Profile techniques provide a broad envelope (normally 
climate-based) and are less statistically rigorous.  BIOCLIM, DOMAIN, ENFA, and 
Mahalanobis Distance fall within this category. Regression-based techniques include GLM, 
GAM, and MARS among others, and focus on building a statistical relationship between locality 
and variables.  Machine-learning techniques combine various statistical and algorithmic 
functions to produce predictions through internal model modifications and are often considered 
to be the most complex. Maxent, GARP, ANN, BRT, GBM, RF, and SVM fall within this 
category. 
Climate Change 
 
Chapter two will examine hellbender habitat for current conditions and under two climate 
change scenarios.  Recently, the climate change scenarios have been revised under the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) 5th Assessment Report (AR5) (IPCC, 
2014). This report shows clearly that climate change is a real issue and addresses many nuances 
(both spatial and temporal) related to the expected changes in climate. The AR5 states that 
“…human influence on the climate system is clear, and recent 
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are the highest in history. 
Recent climate changes have had widespread impacts on human and natural 
systems. Warming of the climate system is unequivocal and since the 
1950’s, many of the observed changes are unprecedented over decades to 
millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have warmed, the amounts of snow 
and ice have diminished, and sea level has risen” (IPCC 2014). 
 
Hellbenders have a high potential to be adversely impacted by changes in climate because of 
their limited mobility and specific habitat needs. Although climate change is usually thought of 
in terms of air temperature, water temperature will also be affected by a warming climate. 
Future hellbender habitat was modeled using two of the newest climate change scenarios, or 
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Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). RCPs are made to describe four different 21st 
century pathways of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and atmospheric concentrations, air 
pollution, and land use.  The RCPs were developed by using Integrated Assessment Models 
(IAMs) as input to a range of climate model situations to project their outcomes for the climate 
system.  The four RCPs represent the range of GHG emissions that include a scenario where 
stringent mitigation is implemented to reduce GHG emissions, RCP 2.6, resulting in minimal 
changes over the next century.  Two intermediate scenarios, RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0, where 
moderate, but disjunct, mitigation and policy measures are implemented resulting in moderate 
future changes. And one scenario, RCP 8.5, where no new mitigation and policy measure are 
implemented, resulting in very high GHG emissions in the atmosphere (IPCC 2014). A 
multitude of general circulation models (GCMs) are available from various research institutes – 
each of which uses their own algorithms to produce predictions based on each of the RCP 
scenarios (CCAFS 2014).  Some ENMs such as GARP can project the future distribution of a 
species and also predict this distribution under various climate change scenarios (e.g., Peterson, 
2003, Thuiller, 2004, Parra-Olea et al. 2005). 
Study Objectives and Research Questions 
 
Quantifying, modeling, and mapping the current geographic distribution of hellbender 
salamanders is critical to their survival because knowledge of suitable habitat can greatly 
enhance conservation efforts. Currently, there is no detailed habitat modeling effort for 
hellbenders, although there is general information about some environmental requirements for 
the hellbender salamander (Williams et al. 1981) and general mapping efforts that show counties 
where hellbenders have been known to inhabit (Petranka 1998). To better understand the 
potential geographic distribution of the hellbender, GARP will be used to predict the current and 
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future fundamental niche for both sub-species of Cryptobranchus, C. allegainiensis 
allegainiensis and C. a. bishopi. The hellbender’s current potential distribution, or a maximum 
habitable area, is identified based on the relationship between known locations for hellbenders 
and ecologically important environmental parameters.   Future predictions of potential hellbender 
habitat are alsoe modeled to improve conservation efforts by providing information about areas 
that may be especially vulnerable to habitat contraction, or conversely, especially suitable to 
habitat expansion. 
Bringing together the past, present, and future characteristics and attributes of these Giant 
Salamanders represents a novel approach to understanding their history and preserving their 
future. Conservation groups can benefit greatly by taking into consideration all aspects of 
hellbender research and modeling efforts may prevent greater population decline and possible 
extinction if spatial patterns of potential habitat expansion and contraction are better understood. 
This thesis is composed of two ENM studies – one that focuses on the current and future 
potential distribution of the hellbender salamander and a second study that focuses on the 
environmentally and ecologically important variables that influence these distributions.  The 
thesis will seek to answer the following questions. 
Study One: 
 
1) What is the current potential distribution for the hellbender salamander? 
 
2) How is climate change expected to impact the future potential distribution of the 
hellbender salamander? 
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Study Two: 
 
1) To what extent do environmental parameter ranges needed for hellbender survival 
change across space? 
2) Are parameter ranges distinct between the Ozark and Eastern Hellbender habitats? 
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CHAPTER 2 
 CURRENT AND FUTURE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE HELLBENDER 
SALAMANDER USING ECOLOGICAL NICHE MODELING: PLANNING FOR FUTURE 
CONSERVATION GOALS 
 
 
Abstract. North American Giant Salamander populations have recently gained increased 
 
attention by conservation groups due to a drastic decline in their populations. 
Cryptobranchus alleganiensis, commonly known as the hellbender, is composed of two 
subspecies - Cryptobranchus alleganiensis bishopi is predominantly found in southwest 
Missouri and norther Arkansas (Ozark Hellbender), while Cryptobranchus alleganiensis 
is predominantly found in and around the Appalachian Mountains (Eastern Hellbender). 
Both hellbender subspecies inhabit very specific environments in the United States, but 
few studies have analyzed their geographic distribution and the environmental parameters 
needed to form this unique niche.  This study employs the Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set 
Production, an ecological niche model, to examine the maximum potential distribution, or 
fundamental niche, of the hellbender in the United States.  Current and future potential 
distributions were modeled using combinations of environmental variables: elevation, 
slope, maximum temperature of warmest month, temperature annual range, annual 
precipitation, and vegetation. 
Various vegetation indices were created from satellite imagery and used in 
comparative current distribution models.  Results revealed that large sections of the 
Appalachian Mountains represent suitable habitats along with areas in the Ozark 
Mountains in Missouri and Arkansas.  Predicted areas extended well beyond known 
current hellbender habitats indicating that hellbender populations may have been reduced 
by human influences (e.g., water pollution, predation) in otherwise environmentally 
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suitable areas.  Models of future potential distribution highlight areas of habitat 
expansion and contraction that could aid in advanced planning for conservation efforts. 
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Introduction 
 
The United States, specifically the eastern portion, contains a significant amount of 
biodiversity across species (Jenkins 2015).  Amphibians, particularly, exhibit a great amount of 
biodiversity in the eastern United States and the Southern Appalachians are emphasized as a 
priority conservation area for amphibians (Jenkins 2015).  One of the most unique amphibians in 
this diverse area is the salamander.  The genus of salamander known as Cryptobranchus is the 
largest salamander in North America, and second largest in the world only to the genus Andrias, 
endemic to Southeast Asia (Wang et al. 2004).  Two subspecies of Cryptobranchus, C. 
alleganiensis alleganiensis, or the Eastern hellbender, and C. a. bishopi, or the Ozark hellbender, 
both commonly referred to as simply the hellbender, are endemic to North America. The two 
subspecies are very similar and their specific differences, genetically and geographically, have 
been debated (Mayasich et al. 2003). 
Hellbenders are unique in many ways, having characteristics not shared by other species 
of salamander.  Hellbenders are fully aquatic, have large folds of skin that aid in gas exchange 
(breathing), have gills and lungs, are nocturnal, and secrete a milky gelatinous slime when 
threatened (Mayasich, et al. 2003).  Their habitat requirements are clean, cool, fast flowing 
water, little to no siltation, and high oxygen levels. Carbonate bedrock (limestone and dolomite) 
is also an important aspect of suitable hellbender habitat (Mays and Nickerson 1973). Hellbender 
habitat also includes areas with ample crayfish populations since this is the hellbender’s main 
food source, which is in contrast to the onetime belief by fishermen that hellbenders mostly dine 
on various species of fish and fish eggs (Mays and Nickerson 1973). 
Many studies have focused on habitat modeling of amphibians. One recently conducted 
study focused on 17 amphibian species found in Italy (Girardello et al. 2010). The study utilized 
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the machine learning method known as Random Forests and incorporated 18 climates variables. 
Models expressed that precipitation variables have the most impact on amphibian distribution. 
This study also factored in a future climate scenario using the CCM3 global climate model 
predicting amphibian habitat loss in mountainous and Mediterranean areas (Girardello et al. 
2010). Another study examined the effects of climate change on salamanders in Mexico (Parra- 
Olea et al. 2005).  Mexico hosts 30 percent of the total amphibian fauna in the family 
Plethodontidae, and 40 percent of all known species of salamanders in the world.  Parra-Olea et 
al. (2005) used an ecological niche model to determine current and future distributions of two 
species of plethodontid salamanders, Pseudoeurycea cephalica and P. leprosa.  Collectively, 
these studies represent the basis for macro-scale amphibian and salamander niche modeling. 
Girardello et al. (2010) and Parra-Olea ea al. (2005) both utilized modeling approaches that 
captured the overall environment where amphibians and salamanders may be expected to inhabit. 
Streams within these environments represent high probability habitats, but the streams were not 
examined at the micro-scale, ecological level. 
Climate change has imposed unprecedented stress on many species, leading to shifts in 
their geographic ranges, migration patterns and populations (IPCC 2014).  To mitigate negative 
impacts from the changing climate, adaptation strategies are embedded in some planning 
processes (IPCC 2014). Systematic conservation planning involves six stages, the first of which 
involves measuring and mapping biodiversity represented by sub-sets of species, species 
assemblages, and habitat types (Margules and Pressey 2000). Meanwhile, conservationists 
constrained by limited funding and other resources are only able to assist a subset of species 
under threat (Myers et al. 2000). Therefore, a systematic conservation effort to reverse a 
declining trend of hellbender population highlights the need to map the potential geographic 
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distribution of this species. Moreover, both experts’ assessments and public inputs are likely to 
be incorporated into planning and policy making processes (Peacock et al. 2005). However, a 
large body of research demonstrates that lay risk assessments and experts’ evaluations do not 
always agree (i.e., Slovic, 1987; Marx et al. 2007). Experts by virtue of their professional 
training tend to make decisions based on analytic processes (Slovic 1987), whereas lay people 
are more subject to experience-based mental heuristics (Marx et al. 2007). 
To better understand the potential geographic distribution of the hellbender, the Genetic 
Algorithm for Rule-set Production (GARP) was used to predict the current and future 
fundamental niche (Stockwell and Peters 1999).  Hellbender populations are on a sharp decline 
due to anthropogenic activities and disease, and additional research is necessary to prevent 
extinction (Wheeler et al. 2003; Foster et al. 2009). An objective of this study is to identify areas 
of current potential distribution, or a maximum habitable area, using the relationship between 
known locations for hellbenders and ecologically important environmental parameters. 
Currently, limited information is available describing the spatial distribution of hellbenders with 
most available maps being more generalized in their distributions (Williams et al. 1981; Conant 
and Collins, 1998; Petranka, 1998) or only focused on specific study areas (Quinn et al. 2013). 
GARP can also be used to predict future potential distributions using future 
climate/environmental data (Hijmans et al. 2005; IPCC, 2013).  Future predictions of hellbender 
habitat represent the second objective of this study and will improve conservation research by 
providing information about areas that may be especially vulnerable to habitat contraction, or 
conversely, especially suitable to habitat expansion. 
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Data and Methods 
 
Species Occurrence Data. Hellbender occurrence data were retrieved from the National 
 
Science Foundation (NSF)-funded data portal, VertNet, formally known as HerpNet (VertNet, 
2015). Currently, 64 institutions have collaborated to produce a global network of herpetological 
data collections available to the public. Data were obtained from records held in the following 
institutions and accessed through the HerpNet data portal (http://www.herpnet.org) (VertNet) on 
19 June 2014: California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco; Carnegie Museum of Natural 
History, Pittsburg; Cornell University Museum of Vertebrates, Ithaca; University of Kansas 
Natural History Museum and Biodiversity Research Center, Lawrence; Natural History Museum 
of Los Angeles County, Los Angeles; Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, 
Cambridge; Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berkeley; Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto; Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, Washington D.C.; 
Peabody Museum, Yale University, New Haven.  Species occurrence data were found within the 
middle and eastern regions of the United States with a total of 248 points geo-located by latitude 
and longitude and constrained within a date range of 1950-2000 to match environmental 
“normals” data used for modeling.  Upon closer examination of the occurrence data, 7 points 
were found to be incorrectly placed, including locations in the ocean and at museums where the 
hellbender specimen is located.  These points were ultimately removed from the dataset.  Within 
the data, a distinction was not made between sub-species, thus only the species C. alleganiensis 
is modeled in this study. 
Spatial rarefication was used to make the data spatially unique at 1km2 - an area that 
matches the resolution of the environmental variables used in the model. This technique 
removes multiple data points occurring in a single 1km2 cell leaving one spatially unique point in 
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that cell. Presence-only niche models only require a single point within a cell to classify this  
area as a “presence” cell.  After all data processing steps were applied, 131 hellbender 
occurrence points remained.  To measure the accuracy of niche modeling predictions, datasets 
are often divided into two groups – a training group and a testing group. The dataset was subset 
into the two groups using a user-defined split percentage based on an 80/20 threshold producing 
an 80% (105 points) training dataset and a 20% (26 points) testing dataset (Figure 2.1).  The 
training dataset was used for subsequent modeling efforts, while the testing dataset was used post 
hoc to measure the accuracy of predictions. 
Environmental Variables. Current bioclimatic gridded (raster) datasets of spatially 
 
interpolated climate data were downloaded from WorldClim (www.worldclim.org) (Hijmans et 
 
al. 2005) and represent climate normals from 1950-2000.  Bioclimatic variables are biologically 
meaningful because they are derived from monthly precipitation, and mean, minimum, and 
maximum temperature, and describe quarterly and annual values based on these monthly values 
(e.g., temperature range, total precipitation, etc.). The source climate data are collected from 
weather stations across the globe and used to interpolate a total of 18 current bioclimatic 
variables (Hijmans et al. 2005). 
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Figure 2.1: Hellbender occurrence data subset into training (for model development) and testing (for 
model accuracy assessment) datasets. 
 
 
 
All environmental layers were available at a 1km2 resolution and masked to the eastern 
half of the United States. Bioclimatic layers were chosen for their importance in representing the 
hellbender habitat, or at least a proxy for the hellbender habitat. 
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Figure 2.2: Environmental variables used for hellbender modeling 
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These layers included altitude, slope (calculated from altitude), maximum temperature of 
warmest month (BIO 5), temperature annual range (BIO 7), and annual precipitation (BIO 12) 
(Figure 2.2).  Variables were chosen based on hellbender preferred environments as outlined by 
Mays and Nickerson (1973), which indicated specific elevation and turbidity (i.e., slope and 
annual precipitation used as proxies) preferences, as well as an affinity for cooler streams (i.e., 
maximum temperature and temperature range used as proxies).  A mean Normalized Difference 
Vegetation Index (NDVI) layer was also used and was derived from the Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), a sensor onboard the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) satellite NOAA-6.  Mean NDVI was created by the 
Trypanosomiasis and Land Use in Africa (TALA) research group at Oxford University (Oxford, 
United Kingdom) (Hay et al. 2006).  While the bioclimatic, altitude, and mean NDVI data were 
available at approximately the same resolution (~1km2), there was a slight difference (0.008333 
decimal degrees for bioclimatic/altitude and 0.01 for NDVI).  For this reason, all data were 
resampled to identical resolutions (0.01 decimal degrees) and identical bounding grids.  Gridded 
data must be perfectly aligned to be used in niche modeling. 
Several modelling scenarios were implemented in this study.  The current niche model 
included altitude, slope, maximum temperature of warmest month (BIO 5), temperature annual 
range (BIO 7), annual precipitation (BIO 12), and mean NDVI. An additional current scenario 
was completed without NDVI to determine if this variable is a limiting proxy for hellbender 
distribution. Variable combinations for each model are listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Variables used in GARP modeling process 
 
Variable Original Resolution Source Current Future 2.6 Future 8.5 
Altitude 0.008333 WORLDCLIM X X X 
Slope 0.008333 Created from Altitude X X X 
BIO 5 0.008333 WORLDCLIM (Future-CCSM4) X X X 
BIO 7 0.008333 WORLDCLIM (Future-CCSM4) X X X 
BIO 12 0.008333 WORLDCLIM (Future-CCSM4) X X X 
NDVI 0.01 TALA X   
 
 
Along with the current bioclimatic layers, future layers were selected to model future 
climate change scenarios.  Recently, climate change scenarios were updated in the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) and are 
now called Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP’s).  These climate model scenarios 
were developed under the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) within the 
World Climate Research Programme (WCRP). Global mean surface temperature increases are 
projected to likely be in the following ranges: RCP 2.6= 0.3-1.7°C; RCP 4.5= 1.1- 2.6°C; RCP 
6.0= 1.4- 3.1°C and RCP 8.5= 2.6- 4.8°C.  For this study, RCP 2.6 was chosen as the future 
climate “best” case scenario, where warming peaks near the year 2040 and then declines. The 
“worst” case scenario (RCP 8.5), which represents a steady climb in global surface temperatures 
with no sign of cooling through the year 2100, was also used. 
Future niche models were implemented using the same variables as the current models 
with the exception of NDVI, which cannot be projected into the future. RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 
were chosen to run in conjunction with the current bioclimatic variables (without NDVI) and 
produced two different future models based on current species-environment relationships. 
Differences between current and future (RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5) predictions were calculated to 
identify areas of habitat expansion and contraction. 
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Application of Desktop GARP and Accuracy Metrics. GARP was chosen to model 
 
potential hellbender distribution using known hellbender localities.  GARP uses a presence-only 
genetic algorithm to create a model showing the maximum potential geographic distribution, or 
fundamental niche, of a chosen species (Stockwell and Peters 1999).  The model applies an 
iterative, or repetitive process, that uses resampling and replacement of the input data to optimize 
model accuracy. GARP uncovers non-random relationships between species point data and 
selected environmental variables by using a pattern matching method. These non-random 
relationships are reported as a series of rules represented by “IF/THEN” logic statements that 
define a 1km2 grid as having the ability, or inability, to support a species’ habitat. There are four 
different rules that GARP can produce during the modeling process: range, negated range, 
atomic, and logistic regression (Stockwell and Peters 1999). Multiple “IF/THEN” statements 
(normally ~50) are combined into rule-sets.  New rule-sets are created until one of two criterion 
is met – either the total number of model runs (user-defined) is completed or user-defined 
omission/commission criteria are met. 
Some confusion may occur when the term genetic is referenced within GARP.  In this 
instance, genetic refers to the automated process that the algorithm uses to produce the rule-sets. 
Within the model, rules are tested with internal statistical tests and modified through point 
mutations, crossovers, deletions, and insertions to retain or remove rules according to their 
accuracy when predicting actual data.  In addition to the 80/20 pre-model data sub-setting, 
GARP also performs internal data splits to create optimal model outputs based on a balance of 
sensitivity versus specificity.  A minimum of 20 model runs are completed in every GARP 
model and a 10-model “best subset” is chosen based on measures of omission (sensitivity) and 
commission (specificity) that meet user-defined parameters.  Generally, GARP determines which 
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models produce the best agreement between low omission and median commission values 
(Anderson et al. 2003). 
Modelling Parameters. GARP allows the user to easily change the modelling parameters 
 
to suit various needs.  For each modelling scenario, the training data were given an 80/20 split 
within GARP.  This split allows GARP to produce each rule-set with 80% of hellbender point 
data while the additional 20% are used for internal accuracy assessment.  The number of 
modelling runs was set at 200 while the convergence limit and max iterations were kept at the 
default settings of 0.01 and 1000, respectively.  Each of the four rule-types within GARP was 
activated for all modelling scenarios.  For best subset parameters, an extrinsic omission measure 
was chosen with a requirement of 20 models being under a hard omission threshold of 10%. A 
commission threshold of 50% was used to complete the best subset parameters. These 
parameters produce a 10-model best subset, meaning the 10 models that correctly predict 90% or 
more of the internally split testing data and are closest to the median commission value were 
chosen as the best models when predicting the possible hellbender geographic distribution. 
Model Output and Accuracy Metrics. The 10 best subsets produced by GARP (binary 
 
grids coded as “0” for absence and “1” for presence) were mapped and summated into a single 
grid.  This procedure was completed for each model created in this study.  Each summated 
distribution prediction (two current predictions and two future predictions) were classified into 
values ranging from 0 to 10, with “0” signifying areas where the hellbender was predicted to be 
absent by all models. The values 1 through 10 reflect the number of models from the 10-best 
subset that predict areas where the hellbender could be present.  Higher model agreement infers 
higher model confidence.  For example, values of “10” in the summated grid are areas where all 
10 models predicted the species to have suitable habitat (Ron 2005).  A total of four maps were 
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created that include current predicted distribution using NDVI, current predicted distribution 
without using NDVI, future potential distribution based on the RCP 2.6 climate projections, and 
future potential distribution based on the RCP 8.5 climate projections for the year 2050. 
Accuracy metrics were completed for both current scenarios, but cannot be calculated for 
future projections. When calculating accuracy metrics, the 20% testing data initially withheld 
from the entire GARP modelling process were used.  Accuracy metrics include a receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis that produces an area under the curve (AUC) score. The 
AUC score ranges from 0.5 to 1, a score of 0.5 indicates a completely random prediction, 
meaning the prediction was very poor.  An AUC of 1.0 indicates a perfect prediction by GARP. 
Statistically, the AUC score is derived from a line for the model that is graphed on a sensitivity 
(true positive rate) versus 1-specificity (true negative rate) plot.  The AUC derived from this 
calculation is compared with a randomly predicted AUC using a z-test.  A model will receive a 
higher AUC score when more validation points occur in pixels where more models predict 
presence.  A perfect AUC score would be achieved if all validation points fall into pixels where 
10 out of 10 models agree for presence (McNyset 2005). 
Although the AUC score is a component of the accuracy metrics, it is not conclusive for 
determining the accuracy of a GARP model because of an area affect that impacts the perception 
of GARP models being less accurate when compared to other niche or species distribution 
models (Wiley et al. 2003; McNyset, 2005; Peterson et al. 2008).  An AUC score measures the 
entire study area, including areas that are clearly known as absence for the species (Peterson et 
al. 2008).  For example, in this study the entire eastern portion of the United States was selected 
as the study area, although it is known that hellbenders do not occur in several of the included 
areas.  The lack of accuracy associated with the AUC score is not a shortcoming of GARP itself, 
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but relates to a weakness in the statistics used to test accuracy (McNyset 2005). While attempts 
have been made to improve the utility of the AUC score (Peterson et al. 2008), it is still 
considered to be the best statistic to quantify and evaluate the relative accuracy of models.   To 
provide additional statistical measurement, total and average omission along with total and 
average commission results were calculated from the 20% test data and reported. In ecological 
niche modeling, omission is the percentage of failure of the model to predict known presence 
while commission is the measure of the proportional geographic area that the model predicted as 
present (McNyset 2005). 
Post Model Comparison and Assessment. Once a summated raster of model agreement 
 
was created based on each of the 10-best subsets, an additional classification was made to 
indicate that areas with model agreement of five or lower represent absence, while areas where 
six or more models agreed represent presence.  The properties were divided in this manner to 
reflect that more than 50% of the models agreed on the areas predicted as present for potential 
hellbender habitat, lending greater certainty to the model’s predictions.  The current predictions 
were compared to examine differences in potential habitat due to the influence of NDVI.  Future 
predictions were each subtracted from the current (without NDVI) prediction to show changes. 
This method resulted in a map for each future projection that shows potential areas for habitat 
loss and habitat expansion. 
Results 
 
Accuracy Metrics. Accuracy metrics were calculated for the two models of current 
 
potential distribution. The non-NDVI current scenario reported an AUC score of 0.88 with a 
total omission of 4.00% and a total commission of 14.55%, while the NDVI current scenario also 
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had an AUC of 0.88 with a total omission of 4.00%, but a total commission of 13.64%. All 
accuracy metrics for each current scenario are available in Table 2.2. 
 
Table 2.2: Accuracy Metrics for current scenario with and without NDVI 
 
Metric 1 km2 NDVI 1 km2 Non-NDVI 
n to build models 105† 105† 
n to test models 26 26 
Total Omission 4.00 4.00 
Average Omission 4.80 6.80 
Total Commission 14.55 13.64 
Average Commission 26.43 53.90 
AUC* 
0.88 (z=8.98§, 
SE=0.04 
0.88 (z=8.58§, 
SE=0.04) 
*AUC = area under curve 
†n was divided into 75% training/25% testing at each model iteration 
§ p<0.001 
Note: Independent data used for accuracy metrics appear in figure 2.1 
 
 
Current and Future Hellbender Distributions. The two current scenarios were modelled to 
 
determine the level of influence that NDVI has on environment-based hellbender distributions. 
Differences between the NDVI and non-NDVI models were calculated and mapped.  Figure 2.3 
shows that slightly more areas are defined as potentially suitable for hellbenders when NDVI is 
used within the model, however, the majority of predicted habitat suitability is in agreement 
between the NDVI and non-NDVI models.  This is important for comparisons with future 
distribution predictions because NDVI data do not exist for the future, therefore only the non- 
NDVI model can be used to inform the future distribution projections. 
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Figure 2.3: Current potential hellbender habitat predictions using NDVI (a), without using NDVI (b), and 
a comparison of the differences between the current scenarios (c). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4a illustrates potential future habitable areas based on the RCP 2.6 climate 
projections, while Figure 2.4b shows geographic differences between the current modeled 
distribution and RCP 2.6-based future potential hellbender distribution. The areas that 
experience the most severe habitat contraction are the regions where the Ozark hellbenders 
reside and the southern portion of the Eastern hellbender habitat. Slight expansion is seen in the 
northern regions along the Great Lakes and New England. Examining the more extreme future 
climate projection for 2050, the RCP 8.5-based future predicted distribution depicts a greater 
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degree of habitat contraction when compared to the RCP 2.6-based projections, however, a few 
small areas could experience habitat expansion in northern regions.  Figure 2.4e illustrates the 
differences in habitat change between RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 projections. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Future predictions based on RCP 2.6 (a) and the difference between current and future (RCP 
2.6) predictions (b). Future predictions based on RCP 8.5 (c) and the difference between current 
and future (RCP 8.5) predictions (d).  Distribution differences between each of the RCP 
projections (e). 
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Discussion. The accuracy metrics between the two current scenarios were almost identical with 
 
the total commission as the only discrepancy. This difference was very small, however, with the 
non-NDVI scenario predicting 0.91% less potential suitable habitat than the NDVI scenario 
predicted.  Areas exhibiting the greatest differences between current scenarios were mostly in 
fringe environments on the edge of the presence predictions – primarily in locations with model 
agreement of only six or seven. These areas include parts of central Illinois and Indiana, 
northeast Texas, and New Jersey (potential distribution predicted using NDVI) as well as parts of 
central Alabama and Georgia (potential distribution predicted without using NDVI).  Overall, the 
current scenarios indicate that the exclusion of NDVI does not drastically alter current potential 
distribution predictions, therefore lending credence to future predictions that were unable to 
incorporate NDVI.  Additionally, AUC scores were exactly the same for both models suggesting 
that GARP was effective in predicting hellbender locations based on independent (testing) data. 
After model development, various researchers and ecologists provided first-hand 
accounts of two hellbender sightings in the Hiawassee River, a Tennessee State Scenic River 
located in southeast Tennessee, and in Ivy Creek in Mars Hill, North Carolina (northwestern area 
of the state).  The two additional hellbender data coordinates were overlaid on the current 
scenario prediction and evaluated in terms of model agreement.  Interestingly, both locations fall 
within areas of high model agreement predicted by GARP. The Ivy Creek location has the 
highest model agreement with 10 out of 10 models predicting hellbender presence. Although the 
Hiawassee point has a lower model agreement with 7 out of 10 models in agreement, this 
location is very unique.  Upon further examination, this point is nearly surrounded by areas 
predicted for absence by GARP, indicating that the model identified this highly localized river 
environment and correctly predicted this small area for presence. Figure 2.5 provides these 
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additional points with a focus on the model prediction in each location. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Location of two hellbender observations not included in the original occurrence dataset. 
Independent observations were in locations predicted to be suitable for hellbenders. 
 
 
Future predictions show habitat loss (contraction) at lower latitudes (southern currently 
suitable locations) and habitat expansion at higher latitudes (northern currently suitable 
locations), with greater changes predicted by the RCP 8.5 scenario.  This is not extremely 
surprising – changes in climate are expected to create a large amount of latitudinal and altitudinal 
shifts for various flora and fauna (Bush et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2014). These changes are already 
measureable in some locations with intensive research being conducted on invasive species 
(Hellman et al. 2008; Capinha et al. 2013) and infectious diseases such as Chagas Disease and 
Anthrax (Peterson, 2006; Joyner et al. 2010).  Specifically, the future RCP 2.6 scenario, when 
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compared to the current (without NDVI) model predicts a significant loss of habitat in many 
regions that include Missouri, Arkansas, Illinois, Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. To a lesser 
extent, additional habitat loss at the southern portion of predicted suitable habitat is seen in South 
Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia. Interestingly, the area hosting the Ozark hellbender 
(Missouri and Arkansas) is predicted to experience varying degrees of habitat loss around the 
currently suitable habitat (Figure 2.4b).  In comparison/ contrast to habitat loss, there are much 
smaller areas of habitat expansion that primarily include portions of Maine, Vermont, New York, 
Iowa, and multiple areas surrounding Lake Michigan and extending to the northwestern coast of 
Lake Huron. 
The RCP 8.5-based projections (Figure 2.4d) showed a drastic habitat loss predicted in 
the Ozarks, leaving only a small region in northwestern Arkansas that may be suitable for 
hellbender survival.  Eastern hellbender habitat will also potentially experience habitat loss as 
well but to a lesser extent.  The western edge of the eastern hellbender range predicts habitat loss 
extending farther east into Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, and slightly into Ohio.  Habitat 
expansion is predicted to primarily remain in the same regions as the RCP 2.6-based projections 
(Figure 2.4b) but to a lesser extent; however, there is an exclusion of any habitat expansion that 
was previously predicted in northern Missouri. 
When comparing the two potential future distribution models, RCP 2.6-based projections 
predict a much larger landscape with higher certainty of suitability (10 out of 10 model 
agreement) when compared to the RCP 8.5-based projections. The Ozark hellbender habitat 
within RCP 8.5-based projections indicates that no part of the landscape is predicted by 10 out of 
10 models, contrary to the RCP 2.6-based projections that produced 10 out of 10 model 
agreement in northwest Arkansas and southwest Missouri.  The latitudinal and altitudinal shifts 
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observed between RCP 2.6- and RCP 8.5-based projections are significant because there is a 
substantial difference in temperature rise between the two scenarios.  The average predicted 
temperature rise for RCP 2.6 is 1.0 degrees, while RCP 8.5 predicts an average predicted 
temperature rise of 3.7 degrees (IPCC 2013). 
According to future projections, the area where the Ozark hellbender is thought to inhabit 
will be subject to increased environmental stress and the Ozark hellbender – already classified as 
endangered - may have little to no habitat left in its native region.  The Eastern hellbender may 
also experience a large loss of habitat.  Even in the best case scenario (RCP 2.6), where 
temperatures peak in the year 2040 and slowly decline, hellbenders may no longer be able to 
maintain healthy, sustainable populations in southern states such as South Carolina, most of 
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi. Caution should be given to these predictions, however, 
because the aquatic environment where hellbenders live (i.e., streams, creeks, rivers, etc.) may 
not warm as quickly as the surrounding terrestrial environment (Isaak et al. 2012). This may 
mean that aquatic increases in temperature may lag behind terrestrial increases, thus delaying the 
potential loss of hellbender habitat.  Nonetheless, climate change is expected to significantly 
impact aquatic environments and biodiversity (Wrona et al. 2006; Wenger et al. 2011). 
Amphibian population decline reportedly began in the 1950s but did not gain significant 
attention until 1989 during the first World Congress of Herpetology held at Kent University in 
Canterbury, UK.  Although the extent of the discussion contained subjective stories of amphibian 
decline, these stories proved to be intriguing enough to warrant much needed research (Lips et al. 
2005).  The result of research from concerned scientists, statistical analysis, long-term 
monitoring programs, and experimental investigations confirmed that amphibian decline was a 
real global occurrence (Lips et al. 2005).  Considering that most amphibians are in contact with 
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water as larvae and graduate to terrestrial/aquatic environments as adults, these unique animals 
are subject to many environmental stressors and may serve as indicator species for 
environmental degradation, although amphibians may not be as sensitive to environmental 
stressors as previously thought (Sewell and Griffiths 2009; Kerby et al. 2010).  Amphibian eggs 
are not protected by a shell and adults amphibians have moist, permeable skin which allows near 
effortless absorption of toxic substances from an aquatic or terrestrial environment.  The list of 
substances that have lethal and non-lethal effects on amphibians includes, but is not limited to, 
pesticides (herbicides, fungicides, insecticides) and fertilizers.  Both of these contaminants have 
countless chemical formulae that make up a specific pesticide or fertilizer for different 
applications. Yet another contribution to amphibian decline is ultraviolet (UV) radiation, 
specifically UV-B radiation (280-315 nm) (Blaustein et al. 2003). UB-V radiation has been 
found to slow growth rates, produce immune dysfunction, lead to genetic mutations and cell 
death.  Increasing evidence has also shown that UV-A radiation (315-400 nm) combined with 
environmental stressors can damage living organisms (Blaustein et al. 2003).  The unique 
development of all amphibians is captivating, but unfortunately makes these creatures 
increasingly vulnerable leading to declining populations. 
Within the amphibian population decline, many scientists choose to focus their research 
on salamander decline specifically.  Parra-Olea et al. (2005) categorizes global salamander 
decline into three categories: overexploitation, habitat loss, and enigmatic causes that include 
disease and climate change.  Although the study focused on Central Mexico salamander decline, 
it is an excellent source for salamander research worldwide emphasizing the use of ecological 
niche modeling as a critical tool in habitat prediction.  The study considered habitat change for 
two species of salamander and concluded that climate change would have a negative effect on 
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these populations (Parra-Olea et al. 2005). Salamander populations in general are declining not 
only due to climate change, but for many other reasons.  The Chinese giant salamander, Andrias 
davidianus, has experienced decline primarily due to habitat fragmentation and poaching for the 
luxury food market (Wang et al. 2004).  Many of the world’s salamanders, such as California’s 
Tiger Salamander, Ambystoma californiense, face the foreboding reality of massive habitat loss 
from anthropogenic activities such as housing developments and vineyards that wipe out ponds 
necessary for laying eggs (Stokstad 2004). Ecological niche modeling has been used to predict 
spatial models of environmental suitability for the amphibian pathogen, Batrachochytrium 
dendrobatidis around the world, from Australia (Murray et al. 2011) to South Africa (Tarrant et 
al. 2013). 
Future research is needed to determine effective approaches to preserve as much 
hellbender habitat as possible.  In conservation planning, relying only on experience-based 
judgments can lead to miscalculation because human judgment is subject to various mental 
heuristics and biases (Tversky and Kahnema 1974).  Conservation efforts can greatly benefit 
from the use of niche and species distribution models because they provide visual evidence for 
spatial and temporal phenomenon that explain where a species inhabits and potentially why 
(Anderson and Martinez-Meyer 2004). The display of spatial distribution through a systematic 
modelling process provides a fine level of precision to efficiently guide planners and policy 
makers, which can never be achieved by experience alone.  By increasing our ecological 
knowledge of a species’ habitat, we may develop a better understanding of how to minimize 
habitat loss that could be caused by future perturbations in climate (Milanovich et al. 2010). 
Based on future projections, significant habitat loss may occur in the coming decades and careful 
consideration should be given to conservation efforts. These efforts will especially benefit the 
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Ozark Hellbender because their current area of suitable habitat shows significant habitat loss 
with RCP 2.6 projections and even more so with RCP 8.5 projections such that a possibility for 
extinction exists.  Large areas are predicted to experience habitat contraction with only a small 
region of suitable habitat remaining in Arkansas, and scarcely any area extending into 
Oklahoma.  To maintain healthy populations, environments that are expected to remain suitable 
for hellbenders should be targeted as conservation areas, or potentially locally- or federally- 
protected areas if possible.  Many organizations and government agencies are involved in 
selecting which species to target for conservation funding.  Ecological niche models are an 
excellent tool that can predict potential habitat and assist these agencies with their final decision. 
A review of the future climate models shows that both RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5-based models 
predict significant habitat contraction in the southern fringe of the Eastern Hellbender habitat due 
to the predicted future climate in these regions. Areas such as northern Alabama and southeast 
Tennessee are two of these areas where habitat contraction may occur. Conservation efforts in 
these areas, which can quickly add up to millions of dollars, may not benefit the hellbender 
because the habitat may no longer be suitable in the near-future due to changes in climate.  In the 
case of these unique amphibians, hellbender conservation could focus on the Great Smoky 
Mountains and areas to the north because all models predict these areas as suitable habitat in the 
future. Conversely, the Ozark Hellbender has a much smaller area of potential future suitable 
habitat, therefore, conservation efforts will need to be much more focused and handled with finer 
precision.  According to these models, the region that should be targeted is in northwestern 
Arkansas, where suitable habitat is predicted in both RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5-based projections. 
An understanding of these ecological niche models can ensure that conservation funding is 
allocated to regions that will yield greater protection for the species. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 THE HELLBENDER: EVALUATING THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PARAMETERS ACROSS GEOGRAPHY AND BETWEEN SUB- SPECIES 
 
 
Abstract. Hellbender (North American Giant Salamander) populations have gained a 
 
great amount of attention due to their recent decline in total population. Conservation 
groups have conducted a large amount of field research on stream quality for this fully 
aquatic salamander. Their research is vital to hellbender survival but a gap exists in 
mapping and modeling hellbender geographic distributions.  The hellbender, 
Cryptobranchus alleganiensis, is composed of two subspecies - Cryptobranchus 
alleganiensis bishopi, predominantly found in southwest Missouri (Ozark Hellbender), 
and Cryptobranchus alleganiensis alleganiensis, predominantly found in and around the 
Appalachian Mountains (Eastern Hellbender).  Both hellbender subspecies inhabit very 
specific environments in the United States, but no studies have modeled their geographic 
distribution and have evaluated the environmental parameters needed to form this unique 
niche.  This study employs the Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Production (GARP), an 
ecological niche model, to examine environmental parameter ranges needed for suitable 
hellbender habitat.  This model provides the user with a set of unique rules that define 
each geographical area as absent or present for hellbender habitat. Varying levels of 
certainty are also mapped for hellbender absence or presence to provide a detailed model 
of potential geographic distribution.  Specific rules and rule-sets are examined to 
determine if the Ozark Hellbender and the Eastern Hellbender require different 
environmental parameters for suitable habitat and also to analyze the environmental 
ranges most suitable for hellbender survival.  Recent research has predicted a large 
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decline in hellbender habitat under climate change scenarios. This study expands on 
those results by providing conservation groups and researchers with both geographical 
and ecological data needed to better understand hellbender habitat ranges. 
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Introduction. The hellbender salamander (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis) is the largest 
 
salamander in North America and there are currently two known subspecies: the Eastern 
Hellbender (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis alleganiensis) and the Ozark Hellbender 
(Cryptobranchus alleganiensis bishopi).  Hellbenders have experienced rapid declines in 
population over the past several decades with the Ozark Hellbender now listed as an endangered 
species (Wheeler et al. 2003; Foster et al. 2009).  While certain areas of the eastern USA are 
well-known for their hellbender habitats, a climate-environment envelope-based geographic 
distribution had never been developed prior to Study One. Study One accurately identified 
environments known to be suitable for the hellbender salamander using the Genetic Algorithm 
for Rule-set Production (GARP) ecological niche model (ENM), while also revealing expanded 
geographic areas that may provide additional suitable environments for hellbender habitats.  The 
modeled potential distribution for the hellbender salamander provided a roadmap for studying 
the spatial constraints of hellbender habitat, but additional research is needed to better understand 
the internal components of the model and the variable ranges for the projected distribution. 
There are now many species distribution models (SDMs) and ENMs that have been used 
to predict the geographical and ecological ranges of various species, and these models, to varying 
extents, have provided ecologically significant information. From a predominantly environment- 
and/or climate-envelope perspective, obtaining meaningful information from any model 
originates from accurately interpolating environmental and climatological data.  Wahba and 
Wendelberger (1980) introduced new mathematical models to create vibrational objective 
analysis and Hutchinson and Bischof (1983) expanded on this research and began the 
development of much improved versions of thin-plate spline interpolation methods. Hutchinson 
and Bischof (1983) first developed the monthly mean maximum and minimum temperature 
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surfaces for the entire continent of Australia using data from 901 meteorological stations, while 
monthly mean precipitation surfaces were created using data collected from ~11,000 stations. 
Validation tests were conducted for these surfaces and resulted in minimal error (Hutchinson and 
Dowling 1991). Hutchinson’s development has since been used extensively to create climate 
interpolation relationships and was vital in the development of the WorldClim database (Hijmans 
et al. 2005). This collection of global bioclimatic variables is regularly implemented in 
ecological studies, including SDMs and ENMs, and has been proven as a reliable resource with 
well over 2700 citations and counting (Booth et al. 2014). The development of continuous data 
surfaces proved to be a key factor in the first application of a SDM known as the Bioclimatic 
Prediction System (BIOCLIM), created and developed by Nix (1986).  This spurred further 
development within the biogeography modeling community leading to conceptual frameworks 
for habitat suitability, niche modeling, and climate-envelope modeling (Peterson et al. 2002; 
McNyset 2005; Guo and Liu 2010; Stockwell 2010; Elith et al. 2011; Booth et al. 2014). 
Relationships between species locality and important environmental characteristics are 
estimated within a variety of models based on various mathematical approaches (e.g., Bioclim, 
ENFA, Biomapper, GLM, GAM, ModEco, SPACES, Boosted Regression, Random Forest, R, 
Maxent and GARP).  Some models (e.g., Maxent, GARP) only require “presence” data – actual 
locality data for the species – to generate distribution predictions, while pseudo-absences are 
generated within the model.  Other models require the use of true presence and true absence data 
(e.g., Logistic Regression and GLM; Maher et al., 2014).  Elith (2011) expands on the use of 
presence-only data as opposed to presence and absence data and the biases from each approach. 
Recording a false absence, where the species in question does actually live within a study area 
but was not observed when sampling, presents a major drawback. Under-sampling could present 
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drawbacks for presence-only modeling as well (e.g., Boeckmann and Joyner 2015), but the 
impact is often less severe since similar environments may be well-represented by other locality 
data.  Recording a false absence would be an easy mistake to make in the case of the hellbender 
salamander.  Hellbenders are notorious for eluding detection from researchers because of their 
reclusive and nocturnal habits. However, elusiveness is also key to their survival from poachers 
or fishermen who may accidentally snag a hellbender. Unfortunately, water pollution or other 
anthropogenic factors could also lead to false absences, in the environmental context, since 
hellbenders would only be “temporarily absent” (Lutolf et al. 2006) from the particular location. 
Being undetected turns out to be both an advantage and disadvantage for the hellbender, leading 
to the necessity of using presence-only or presence-absence modeling approaches. 
A SDM that has gained in popularity over the past decade is Maxent, based on the 
principle of maximum entropy (Phillips et al. 2006; Phillips and Dudik 2008). Maxent models 
species distributions from presence-only species occurrence data, although the model itself is 
considered to be a presence-absence model because it creates pseudo-absence background data 
(Lutolf et al. 2006; Barbet-Massin et al. 2012). Relationships between species locality and 
important environmental characteristics are estimated within Maxent to produce a predicted 
realized niche (Hutchinson, 1957; Peterson et al. 2007).  Another modeling option, GARP, 
creates projected distributions that aim to identify maximum potential habitable areas, similar to 
the fundamental niche of a species (Hutchinson, 1957; Peterson et al. 2007). GARP predictions 
often include areas of uncertain occurrence and known absence, but this larger “overprediction” 
provides an optimal baseline for conservationist to consider all areas where a species may find 
suitable habitat, even if various factors (external to the model) limit the current distribution of a 
species (McNyset 2005). 
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GARP incorporates species occurrence data and environmental variables to establish non- 
random ecological relationships.  These relationships are defined through an IF/THEN rules 
technique developed through an iterative, stochastic process.  Random points for pseudo- 
absences are selected from the geographical space that has zero model agreement and are used to 
create “background” data to reduce sampling bias (Stockwell and Peters 1999). GARP is also 
unique because the user has the ability to utilize several rule-types (range, negated range, atomic, 
logit) at once, making GARP a super-set algorithm. This model has taken criticism by some 
considering that GARP “performed poorly” in a large model comparison study (Elith et al. 
2006). However, only one accuracy metric, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) value and many 
SDMs and ENMs are not directly comparable because they are based on different theoretical 
frameworks (Peterson et al. 2007). 
This study will expand on Study One by mapping and quantifying the environmental 
variable ranges that are suitable for hellbender habitats and identifying spatial disparities in rule- 
set predictions.  GARP version 1.1.3 provides internal variable information in the form of 
IF/THEN rule-set statements that can be mapped and extracted for additional model 
interpretation, thus producing valuable ecologically-informative knowledge about hellbender 
distribution and refuting the notion that GARP is a “black box” algorithm (McNyset and 
Blackburn 2006). 
Data and Methods 
 
Hellbender Occurrence Data. C. alleganiensis occurrence data were obtained from the 
 
National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded data portal, VertNet, formally known as HerpNet 
(VertNet 2015).  The same dataset used for Study One was also used for Study Two. 
Consequently, all models and results should be comparable between each study.  To summarize, 
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a total of 248 species occurrence points defined by latitude and longitude were found in North 
America and were located predominantly along the eastern states ranging from Mississippi to 
New York, and to a lesser extent as far west as Kansas. Each geo-located point was referenced 
to its geographical location resulting in the elimination of several points that were originally 
recorded incorrectly. This dataset did not make a distinction between the two sub-species 
resulting in niche modeling of C. alleganiensis with no sub-species affiliation. Presence-only 
modeling necessitates that occurrence data be spatially unique, or that only one point exist per 
grid cell based on environmental data resolution – 1km2 in this study. Multiple points occuring 
within a single cell is not spatially unique, therefore one point is retained while the remaining 
points within the cell are discarded.  After spatial rarification and elimination of incorrect points, 
a total of 131 hellbender points remained to use for model development. Additionally, to 
measure the accuracy of the modeling predictions, the final dataset was divided into a training set 
and testing set defined by the user. This study used an 80/20 threshold resulting in an 80 % 
training dataset (105 points) and a 20% testing dataset (26) points – identical training and testing 
datasets used in Study One.  The training dataset was applied within the modeling process while 
the testing dataset was used post hoc to provide accuracy metrics for the model. 
Environmental Variables. Current bioclimatic (BioClim) gridded (raster) datasets of 
 
spatially interpolated climate data were downloaded from the WorldClim (www.worldclim.org) 
 
website (Hijmans et al. 2005). All environmental layers were available at a 1km2 resolution and 
masked to the eastern half of the United States.  Bioclimatic variables used in Study One were 
also used here in Study Two. These layers included altitude, slope (calculated from altitude), 
maximum temperature of warmest month (BIO 5), temperature annual range (BIO 7), and annual 
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precipitation (BIO 12).  A mean Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) layer was also 
used (Hay et al. 2006).  All variables were resampled to approximately 1km2 (0.01 degrees). 
Along with the current bioclimatic layers, concomitant future climate projections were 
also used.  In following Study One, RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 were chosen again as the future 
climate scenarios and represent the “best” case scenario (RCP 2.6) where warming peaks near 
the year 2040 and then declines. The “worst” case scenario (RCP 8.5) represents a steady climb 
in global surface temperatures with no sign of cooling through the year 2100. Future niche 
models were implemented using the same variables as the current models with the exception of 
NDVI, which cannot be projected into the future. 
Modeling Methods and Parameters. The GARP model (DesktopGARP v1.1.3) was used 
 
to construct cological niche models for C. alleganiensis in North America.  Although the most 
recent version of GARP is v1.1.6, the earlier version provides the user with the actual rule-sets 
that are written during the model-building process.  GARP uses species occurrence data 
(presence-only) and the values of the chosen environmental variables at these exact point 
locations to analyze the relationship between the various layers.  The user has the option to turn 
on and off all or a combination of the four rule type available within GARP that include atomic, 
range, negated range, and logit rules. A total of 50 rules are created for every model run creating 
one rule-set.  All four rule types can be applied to create specific IF/THEN statements that 
describe the parameters needed to classify the cell as presence or absence (Stockwell and Peters 
1999).  Each of the four rule types constructs IF/THEN statements based on different parameters. 
Atomic rules are very exact and use single values of each environmental variable to define 
absence or presence; e.g. “if the altitude is 622.19 m AND annual precipitation is 1109.53 mm 
AND temperature annual range is 34.19°C AND slope is 0.34% grade, THEN the species is 
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present.”  Range rules perform just as the name suggests and provide specific ranges in the 
variables that must be aligned to predict presence or absence; e.g. “if the altitude is between 
68.74 m and 796.42 m AND annual precipitation is between 150.00 m and 2181.40 m AND 
maximum temperature of warmest month is between 18.30°C and 39.47°C AND temperature 
annual range is between 33.38°C and 39.60°C AND slope is between 1.19% grade and 20.62 % 
grade, then the species is present.”  Negated range rules perform the opposite of range rules 
because they define the ranges where a species cannot exist; e.g., “if the altitude is not between 
7.25 m and 2549.00 m AND annual precipitation is not between 241.57 mm and 2040.63 mm 
AND maximum temperature of warmest month is not between 21.00°C and 32.57°C AND 
temperature annual range is not between 20.67°C and 49.44°C AND slope is not between 0.17% 
grade and 20.87% grade, then the species is absent.”  Logit rules describe how the locations of a 
species fit to a logistic regression model that examines the environmental variables (Stockwell 
and Peters 1999). Logistic regression gives an output probability (p) that verifies if a rule should 
apply to a particular part of the landscape where p is calculated. Presence is predicted by the logit 
rule if p is greater than 0.75 (Stockwell et al. 2006). For example, a logit rule looks quite 
different from the other rules because it is a function; e.g., “if – alt*0.0039 + bio12*0.0039 – 
bio7*0.3594 – ndvi*0.0000 + slope*0.0313, then the species is absent. The ability to use any 
combination of the rule types, including all four rule types, in an iterative process to create each 
rule-set classifies GARP as a super-set algorithm as opposed to many other modeling tools that 
may only use range rules or logistic regression. 
Each time a GARP model is generated a slightly different output is created because a 
stochastic, or random, approach is implemented within GARP. To account for this result, a 10 
best-subset is chosen out of the original 50 models that meet user-defined standards.  Omission 
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and commission thresholds are chosen by the user to create a best-subset of models that is 
balanced to meet sensitivity and specificity requirements (Anderson et al. 2003). 
Rule-set Mapping and Evaluation. The Desktop GARP Dataset Manager was used to 
 
create environmental coverage sets using a combination of environmental variables.  Four 
coverage sets were created that included: 1) altitude, slope, BIO 5 (maximum temperature over 
warmest month), BIO7 ( temperature annual range), BIO 12 (annual precipitation), and NDVI 
[current scenario one], 2) altitude, slope, BIO 5, BIO 7, and BIO 12 [current scenario two], 3) 
altitude, slope, and RCP 2.6-based 2050 projections for BIO 5, BIO 7, and BIO 12 [future 
scenario one], and 4) altitude, slope, and RCP 8.5-based 2050 projections for BIO 5, BIO 7, and 
BIO 12 [future scenario two]. 
Current scenario one (with NDVI) was completed using an 80/20 training split and 
maximum of 200 runs with a convergence limit of 0.01.  All four rule types (atomic, range, 
negated range, and logit rules) were selected and the maximum iterations was set at 1000. Best 
subset parameters included an extrinsic omission measure and a hard omission threshold of 10%. 
Additionally, the total models under the hard omission threshold was set at 20 while the 
commission threshold was set at 50% of the distribution. 
Output included a text file containing rule-set combinations of “IF/THEN” statements for 
each model run and the 10 best subset of models, which were entered into ArcMap 10.2  for 
analysis.  The 10 best models, also called tasks, were evaluated one at a time with each task 
containing approximately 50 rules.  Of these 50 rules, the dominant rules were obtained by 
choosing a combination that would explain approximately 90% of the predicted habitable and 
uninhabitable environment for the hellbender, the remaining rules were referred to as “other” and 
given a grey symbology in all maps. When analyzing the tasks to find the dominant rules, some 
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required only three to four rules for absence or presence to be predicted across 90% of the 
landscape, while other tasks needed as many as 11 rules to achieve the same goal.  When 
represented in ArcMap 10.2, the rules indicating species presence were shown using a red color 
ramp, and rules indicating species absence were shown using a blue color ramp. Darker shaded 
red and blue colors represent a higher pixel count for the corresponding rule, and as pixel counts 
decrease by rule, shades become lighter on the color ramp.  Rule-sets were transferred into a 
table organized by model number including the rule type (atomic, range, negated range, and 
logit) following the style used by Joyner (2010). 
Current scenario two contained the same point data and environmental parameters as 
current scenario one except with the exclusion of NDVI.  All user-defined modeling parameters 
remained the same as in current scenario one.  The 10 best-subsets were defined and the rule-sets 
were mapped in the same manner as current scenario one. The next set of scenarios utilized 
future climate scenarios RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 to predict the potential change in distribution of C. 
allegainiensis on the eastern North American landscape in the year 2050.  The RCP 2.6- and 
RCP 8.5-based future scenarios were both compared against current scenario one separatel to 
produce two different scenarios: future scenario one (current / RCP 2.6) and future scenario two 
(current / RCP 8.5). A total of ten maps were created for each of the four scenarios following the 
~90% dominant rule selection methodology, resulting in a total of 40 maps. 
 
Environmental Parameters defined within GARP Rule-Sets. After GARP generated the 
 
rule-sets, a database was constructed recording the minimum and maximum values for each 
environmental variable from the dominant range rules in each task from the 10 model best 
subset.  Bar charts for each of the four scenarios were constructed to provide a visual of the 
minimum and maximum values based on a variable rescaling process.  Variables were rescaled 
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from 0.00 to 1.0 with 0.0 being the lowest possible value in the variable range and 1.0 being the 
highest possible value.  For example, the highest value for elevation across the model was 2416 
m.  The highest and lowest ranges for habitable areas were 7.25 m and 2354.27 m. These values 
were divided by the highest possible value (2461 m) to obtain the scale range: 0.003 to 0.974. 
Also, zonal statistics were utilized in ArcMap 10.2 to obtain dominant rule ranges that were 
predicted with a logit rule.  Zonal statistics extract the minimum and maximum environmental 
variables, which are not stated within this type of rule-set. ArcMap 10.2 was also used to 
analyze each hellbender occurrence point against each of the environmental variables. For 
example, the altitude layer used in the modeling process was loaded into ArcMap along with the 
total occurrence points (131 points).  The altitude was extracted at each point and used to make 
comparisons between the observed and the modeled altitude range.  This process was completed 
for all six environmental variables for both current scenario one and current scenario two.  Future 
scenarios have the same ranges as current scenario one since they are simply projections of the 
landscape of where these same rules will occur in the future. 
Although DesktopGARP is a highly robust modeling platform, it cannot be used to easily 
determine which environmental variables contribute the most/least to the model prediction. 
Another popular modeling platform, Maxent 3.3.3k, was utilized to determine the level of 
contribution each environmental variable added to the model (Phillips et al. 2006, Phillips and 
Dudik 2008). Maxent also provides omission and commission values and area under the curve 
statistics, but does not generate the rule-sets that DesktopGARP provides for the user to analyze. 
This study did not include a comparison of results from DesktopGARP to those of Maxent 
because, although both are reliable distribution models, they are based on different theoretical 
niche spaces (Peterson et al. 2007, Peterson et al. 2008).  DesktopGARP is considered an 
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ecological niche model because it predicts the maximum potential niche space where a species 
may exist – this includes areas outside of the species’ actual range and is often referred to as a 
fundamental niche (Hutchinson 1957), while Maxent is considered a species distribution model 
because it primarily predicts the currently inhabited niche space, also known as the realized 
niche (Hutchinson 1957, MacArthur 1958). 
Results 
 
During the modeling process 50 rules were created for each model iteration, or task, but 
not all rules were projected onto the landscape. Each current prediction (current scenario one 
and current scenario two) and future prediction (RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 scenarios) created a best 
subset of ten tasks resulting in a total of 500 rules predicting presence or absence for the 
hellbender across the eastern United States. A summation of the 10 best models for each 
scenario was produced to show high and low model agreement on the landscape (Figure 3.1). 
Both current scenarios were evaluated for accuracy using the 20% testing species occurrence 
dataset that was intentionally withheld from the modeling process.  Accuracy metrics included 
Area Under the Curve (AUC), total and average omission, and total and average commission 
(Table 3.1). Current scenario one produced an AUC of 0.88, a total omission of 4.00, an average 
omission of 4.80, a total commission of 14.55, and an average commission of 26.43.  For current 
scenario two, an AUC score of 0.88, a total omission of 4.00, an average omission of 6.80, a total 
commission of 13.64 and an average commission 53.90. 
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Figure 3.1: GARP models showing summated best subsets for current scenario one (a) and current 
scenario two (b) 
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Table 3.1: Accuracy metrics for current scenario one and two 
 
Metric Scenario One Scenario Two 
n to build models 105† 105† 
n to test models 26 26 
Total Omission 4.00 4.00 
Average Omission 4.80 6.80 
Total Commission 14.55 13.64 
Average Commission 26.43 53.90 
AUC* 0.88 (z=8.98§, 
SE=0.04 
0.88 (z=8.58§, 
SE=0.04) 
*AUC = area under curve 
†n was divided into 75% training/25% testing at each model iteration 
§ p<0.001 
Note: Independent data used for accuracy metrics appear in figure 1 
 
 
Typically, GARP, or any other distribution/niche modeling software, provides a model 
agreement or probability surface showing distribution potential, and this surface is the only 
modeling output used for analysis, but GARP actually provides quite a bit more information. 
For this study, a version of GARP (v1.1.3) was chosen that also provides the internal rule-sets. 
A text file was produced in GARP that provided all 50 rules for each task compiled. 
Additionally, each rule was produced as an individual raster and these rules were projected onto 
the landscape in Figure 3.2.  The total number of rules within each task was then reduced by 
extracting the most influential, or dominant, rules and mapped again.  An example of a dominant 
rule-set from future scenario RCP 8.5 is shown in Table 3.2.  This example was taken from task 
eight and includes eight dominant rules that comprised range and negated range rules.  In this 
task, only three rules predicted presence on the landscape while the remaining five rules 
predicted absence on the landscape. 
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Figure 3.2: Rules from one of the 10 best subsets in current scenario one and rules from one of the 10 best 
subsets in current scenario two 
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Table 3.2: Example of a dominant rule-set from Task 8 in the future RCP 8.5 scenario (mapped in Figure 
3.3b) 
 
TASK 8 
1 negated range rule 
IF NOT bio12=[802.06,2173.04] AND bio5=[183.00,393.77] AND bio7=[329.51,503.11] 
AND slope=[0.00 ,5.77 ] 
THEN sp = ABSENCE 
 
3 negated range rule 
IF NOT alt=[109.74,1247.38] AND bio12=[317.19,1579.51] AND bio5=[228.90,361.92] 
AND bio7=[278.88,407.63] AND slope=[0.00 ,21.55] 
THEN sp = ABSENCE 
 
7 range rule 
IF alt=[253.22,1339.62] AND bio12=[952.53,1621.30] AND bio5=[253.26,329.13] 
AND bio7=[138.55,506.00] AND slope=[0.00 ,8.74 ] 
THEN sp = PRESENCE 
 
8 range rule 
IF alt=[242.97,868.16] AND bio12=[885.65,1454.11] AND bio5=[183.00,394.71] 
AND bio7=[329.51,393.16] AND slope=[0.00 ,8.74 ] 
THEN sp = PRESENCE 
 
9 negated range rule 
IF NOT alt=[-44.00,2528.50] AND bio12=[810.42,2173.04] AND bio5=[183.00,394.71] 
AND bio7=[164.59,494.43] AND slope=[0.08 ,5.85 ] 
THEN sp = ABSENCE 
 
12 negated range rule 
IF NOT bio12=[785.34,2173.04] AND bio5=[183.00,392.83] AND bio7=[138.55,506.00] 
AND slope=[0.17 ,5.60 ] 
THEN sp = ANSENCE 
 
18 range rule 
IF alt=[68.74,796.42] AND bio12=[885.65,1429.03] AND bio5=[183.00,394.71] 
AND bio7=[330.96,385.93] 
THEN sp = PRESENCE 
 
27 negated range rule 
IF NOT alt=[-3.00,1175.63] AND bio12=[367.35,1529.35] AND bio5=[247.64,335.69] 
AND bio7=[138.55,506.00] 
THEN sp = ABSENCE 
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When combining all 10 models, a total of 50 dominant rules explained over 90% of the 
landscape out of the 500 rules created for the 10 model best sub-set.  Future scenario RCP 2.6 
had a total of 55 dominant rules, current scenario two (without NVDI) needed 63 rules, and 
current scenario one (NDVI) needed 88 rules to explain over 90% of the landscape.  Figure 3.3 
illustrates the spatial extent of the presence and absence rules for each of the 10 model best sub- 
set tasks for current scenario one (NDVI). Not all four rule types were used to determine 
presence or absence in this scenario, although all four rule types were selected at the beginning 
of the modeling process.  The dominant rules predicting presence were the range rules, while the 
dominant rules predicting absence were the negated range rules with only two logit rules 
predicting absence. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the dominant absence and presence rules mapped onto the landscape 
for each of the 10 model best sub-set tasks for current scenario two.  In this scenario, a total of 26 
range rules were used to predict presence for hellbender habitat, all other rules were negated 
range rules predicting absence with the exception of two logit rules predicting absence.  Future 
scenarios RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 were also mapped onto the landscape (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). 
Individual and average commission values for both future scenarios were also calculated (Tables 
 
3.3 and 3.4). The future predictions for both scenarios resulted in a smaller geographic space 
being projected as suitable for hellbender populations in the coming decades. 
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Figure 3.3: Presence (P)(Red shades) and absence (A)(Blue Shades) rules mapped for current scenario 
one 
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Figure 3.4: Presence (P)(Red shades) and absence (A)(Blue shades) rules mapped for current scenario two 
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Figure 3.5: Presence (P)(Red shades) and absence (A)(Blue shades) rules Mapped for Future scenario 
RCP 2.6 
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Figure 3.6: Presence (P)(Red shades) and absence (A)(Blue shades) rules mapped for Future scenario 
RCP 8.5 
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Table 3.3: Commission values for the future GARP model that utilized the RCP 2.6 climate change 
scenario 
 
 
Task 
Individual 
Commission 
Total 
Commission 
Average 
Commission 
Task 7 16.4 19.29 8.31 
Task 8 25.4   
Task 14 21.5   
Task 15 16.8   
Task 16 16.5   
Task 18 17.4   
Task 19 17.5   
Task 20 16.9   
Task 22 23.8   
Task 24 20.7   
 
 
Table 3.4 Commission values for the future GARP model that utilized the RCP 8.5 climate change 
scenario 
 
 
Task 
Individual 
Commission 
Total 
Commission 
Average 
Commission 
Task 7 12.6 14.39 6.39 
Task 8 20.0   
Task 14 15.2   
Task 15 11.6   
Task 16 11.1   
Task 18 14.3   
Task 19 13.4   
Task 20 12.3   
Task 22 17.3   
Task 24 16.1   
 
 
 
A database was created to include the minimum and maximum values of the dominant 
presence rules for each model variable (Table 3.5).  A subset of two tasks (task 16 and task 20) 
were extracted from current scenario one to demonstrate the minimum and maximum values 
recorded in each rule-set. 
  
Table 3.5: Example of maximum and minimum ranges for two rule-sets from scenario one. NDVI is dimensionless and ranges from -1.00 to 1.00, 
temperature is degrees Celsius, precipitation is in millimeters, altitude is in meters, and slope is in % grade 
 
Task 16 16 16 16 16 20 20 20 20 20 
Rule Number 1 5 8 17 18 1 2 5 7 13 
Rule Type range range range negated range 
negated 
range range range 
negated 
range range 
negated 
range 
Mean NDVI Max 0.57 0.57   0.73 0.69  0.64 0.60 0.72 
Mean NDVI Min -0.68 -0.68   -0.99 -0.97  -0.99 -0.68 -0.99 
Max Temp Warmest Month 33.58 32.54 33.58 36.49 32.23 29.73 31.08  29.73 34.20 
Min Temp Warmest Month 23.91 25.26 23.91 23.18 23.60 26.20 27.13  20.38 20.69 
Max Temp Annual Range 39.68 38.67 38.67  38.67 39.82 37.52 49.92  49.49 
Min Temp Annual Range 33.04 33.19 33.19  20.78 33.04 32.47 25.54  20.20 
Max Annual Precipitation 1461.36 1461.36 1461.36 1461.36 1573.30 1437.37  1501.34 1461.36  
Min Annual Precipitation 893.64 893.64 893.64 917.62 365.90 917.62  629.77 909.63  
Max Altitude 1114.14 1114.14 1114.14  1462.60 1114.14 786.17 2559.25 786.17 2118.54 
Min Altitude 109.74 68.74 68.74  109.74 109.74 109.74 109.74 109.74 109.74 
Max Slope 21.30  18.33 5.77 8.06 8.74 5.68 8.48 8.74 10.69 
Min Slope 0.25  0.34 0.00 0.34 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.17 
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Through comparison of minimum and maximum values, the total number of unique rules 
was reduced further.  An example between rules one and two in task 16 shows the minimum 
temperature annual range being the same value.  Additionally, the maximum altitude is also the 
same for seven of the eight rules in task 20.  Minimum and maximum values for each variable 
were averaged across rules and scaled from zero to one, with zero being the lowest possible 
value and one being the highest.  For example, if the actual range of elevation in the study area 
was 0 to 2000 meters, while the average minimum/maximum suitable modeled elevation range 
across rules for a single model was 500 to 1500 meters, then the new ‘scaled’ range would be 
0.25 to 0.75.  Average minimum/maximum scaled ranges were graphed to show how narrow or 
how wide each modeled range was relative to the entire study area (Figure 3.7).  Narrow ranges 
indicated that particular variables were more influential in limiting the distributional potential of 
the hellbender salamander. 
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Figure 3.7:  Average minimum and maximum range of variables. Bio12: Annual Precipitation. Bio7: 
Temperature Annual Range. Bio5: Maximum Temperature of Warmest Month. 
 
 
 
Discussion 
 
This study represents an in-depth analysis of the rules and rule-sets produced by GARP 
during the modeling process to predict the current and future potential distribution of the 
hellbender salamander.  The GARP modeling process successfully revealed specific variable 
ranges that provided suitable environments for both the Ozark and Eastern hellbenders.  These 
variable ranges yield important ecological and biological information about the hellbender and, 
further, these variable ranges (i.e., rules) were mapped, illustrating where on the landscape 
specific important variables manifest themselves in a way that provides suitable hellbender 
habitat.  Previous research (Kluza and McNyset 2005, McNyset 2005, Blackburn et al. 2007, 
Joyner 2010) has proven the usefulness of biological data obtained from the GARP modelling 
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process. Current bioclimatic/environmental parameters were also projected onto the future 
landscape to better understand the geographic patterns and potential changes of future rule- 
defined parameters. 
Atomic and logit rule types were not shown to be dominant presence or absence rules in 
any of the models. Generally, these two rule types can only be used to predict a very small and 
specific area of the landscape and did not reveal dominant macro-scale environmentally limiting 
parameters.  Range rules were ultimately used to determine the geographical differences or 
similarities between the Ozark Hellbender and the Eastern Hellbender. The use of mean NDVI 
did not result in major accuracy discrepancies between the two current scenario models, but did 
reveal fringe environments, mostly in the southern distributional limit, where mean NDVI may 
be a proxy limiting factor. While vegetation may not directly impact hellbender habitat, mean 
NDVI values likely indicate other environmental conditions that do directly impact hellbender 
habitats.  Through examination of the rule-sets, the maximum temperature of the warmest month 
(Bio5), the temperature annual range (Bio7), and the total annual precipitation (Bio12) appeared 
to be the most limiting of the included variables.  Relatively narrow ranges on the middle to 
upper scaled sections were yielded for these variables.  Conversely, the lower half of the scaled 
sections for slope and elevation were most suitable for the hellbender. This indicates that 
hellbenders can inhabit many low- to middle-elevation streams with low- to moderate-slopes, but 
streams at higher elevations (mostly those areas higher than ~1200 meters) and with steeper 
slopes are unsuitable.  These results corroborate previous hellbender habitat research (Mays and 
Nickerson 1973) while also specifically identifying these environments on the landscape. 
Although variation existed between rule types and the total number of rules used for each 
model run, a consistent environmental envelope was identified and spatially visualized. 
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Additionally, the actual variation between rules within models and even between models was 
minimal. Many of the GARP rules in each model actually showed similar variable ranges which 
reduced the number of truly unique rules from 500 to less than 20 in most of the model subsets. 
Although it is difficult and labor-intensive to extract this information from a GARP 
output, the ability of GARP to display changes in variable relationships as defined by geography 
is a major advantage along with its ability to apply rules to the landscape pixel-by-pixel. This 
important attribute sets GARP apart from other ENMs that do not produce rule-sets. One 
example from the rule-set maps demonstrates the significance of rule-set evaluation. Rule 8 
within Task 8 from the RCP 8.5 future model was mapped in Figure 3.8 and assigned an orange 
color to enhance its visibility.  Task 8, Rule 8 is defined as “alt=[242.97, 868.16] AND 
Bio12=[885.65, 1454.11] AND Bio5=[183.00, 394.71] AND Bio7=[329.51, 393.16] AND 
slope=[0.00, 8.74]”.  This was the only rule from the RCP 8.5 model that showed hellbender 
presence in the Ozark regions of northern Arkansas and southern Missouri.  The rule was also 
projected onto much of the Appalachian and Ohio River Valley region, but not along the core of 
the Appalachian Mountain chain.  While it is difficult to determine too much information from 
this specific rule, it does seem to indicate that the rule maps a specific environment that may be 
suitable for the core area where the Ozark hellbender inhabits and the fringe area of the known 
habitable areas of the Eastern hellbender. 
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Figure 3.8: Task 8 Rule 8 rule example 
 
 
 
Multiple studies (e.g., McNyset 2005, Blackburn et al. 2007) outlined the importance and 
usefulness of examining rule-sets to extract crucial biological data that delineate the range of a 
species in ecological space. This study further confirms the utility of identifying the major rule- 
set combinations that predict areas of a landscape to be present or absent for the hellbender. The 
study also produced a complete rule-set for the entire best model subset along with 
corresponding maps that showed where the rules were applied to the landscape proving that 
GARP is not a black box, but rather a useful and explanatory ENM tool. The ability of GARP to 
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describe multifaceted environmental requirements makes if very useful for a variety of 
applications including modeling the current and future potential distributions of invasive species 
(Arriaga et al. 2004) and targeting conservation efforts for endangered species (Peterson and 
Robins 2003). Additional modeling research is needed to determine if specific rules and variable 
ranges can be parsed between the two sub-species, as it is difficult to determine if a truly unique 
environment can be defined via niche modeling for each hellbender. Based on results from this 
study, environmental rules modeled at the macro-scale appear to apply, in most cases, to both 
sub-species.  Consequently, micro-scale ecological studies are needed to reveal more model- 
derived information at the stream level. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
 
The goals of this thesis were to predict the current and future potential distributions of 
Cryptobranchus alleganiensis in the eastern portion of the United States and to assess the 
environmental parameters generated by the Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Prediction (GARP) in 
the modeling process.  Future models were developed using the IPCC Assessment Report Five 
(AR5) Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) 2.6 and 8.5, also known as the “best-case” 
and “worst-case” scenarios, respectively. Habitat contraction was predicted for the southern-most 
portions of the hellbender’s habitat, while habitat expansion was projected in the northern 
regions.  As expected, RCP 8.5 produced a much larger habitat contraction than the model using 
RCP 2.6.  Also, both models only predicted small areas of habitat expansion in the northern 
regions of the hellbender habitat.  Future research is needed to take this macro-scale study down 
to the micro-scale (i.e., stream level), which could reveal significant ecological information. 
The hellbender population has not been a major focus in ENM research, but this study 
filled this knowledge gap. Many areas that were not previously thought to provide suitable 
hellbender habitat were found to be suitable based on high levels of model agreement. 
Hellbenders may not be in these locations due to poor water quality, land use, or other human 
influences. Study One examined a current scenario using NDVI and a current scenario without 
NDVI and found that, while limiting in fringe suitable environments, NDVI was not a major 
factor in hellbender habitat.  Areas exhibiting the greatest differences between current scenarios 
were mostly on the edge of the presence predictions in locations with model agreement of only 
six or seven. These areas include parts of central Illinois and Indiana, northeast Texas, and New 
Jersey (potential distribution predicted by using NDVI) as well as parts of central Alabama and 
Georgia (potential distribution predicted by not using NDVI).  The current scenarios indicate that 
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the exclusion of NDVI does not severely alter current potential distribution predictions, therefore 
lending credibility to future predictions that were unable to incorporate NDVI. Additionally, 
AUC scores were the same for both models suggesting that GARP was effective in predicting 
hellbender locations based on the independent (testing) data. The model gained credability when 
additional hellbender occurrence data were examined against the current models.  Two data 
points were reported and added to the predicted surface after model completion. Both data points 
fell in areas of high model agreement, which also helped validate the model. When a SDM or 
ENM accurately predicts species habitat, then new doors can be opened for research and 
conservation. 
Study One found that the Ozark hellbender habitat could suffer large habitat loss in the 
future under projected changes in climate (RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5). Under the RCP 8.5 scenario 
the model predicts massive habitat loss.  This information could be very helpful to conservation 
groups because the model predictions provide more specific details on the geographic locations 
where conservation efforts should be focused. The results of Study Two could add a helpful 
perspective to conservation efforts because differences and similarities in the environmental 
‘envelope’ between the Ozark hellbender and the Eastern hellbender has not been extensively 
studied. Study Two found that, among the environmental/bioclimatic variables used within the 
model, that there is no major difference in the environmental parameters across the geography of 
the sub-species.  In terms of conservation, if the predicted loss of the Ozark habitat is considered, 
then conservation efforts may need to be re-assessed in this location. Also, if this predicted 
scenario were to be realized, knowledge that the Ozark hellbender requires near-identical 
environmental parameters as the Eastern hellbender and may permit relocation to this region, but 
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the issue of hybridization would then need to be discussed.  If both sub-species begin to mate, 
then the Ozark hellbender may cease to be a unique sub-species after multiple generations. 
Although GARP is a very robust modeling tool, there are some limitations to its 
execution and to this study.  A model is only as good as the input data and there were limitations 
in the point data that were used to produce the GARP models. Some locations, especially in 
western North Carolina and eastern Tennessee, suffered from sparse data sampling (at least 
within the GBIF database), potentially resulting in habitable areas not being modeled correctly. 
Post-model observations were, however, located in correctly modeled areas, but additional field 
observation and sampling research would improve the models. One area in western North 
Carolina that did not have point data and GARP picked up on this and produced a region that 
predicted absence while presence was predicted in the surrounding area.  A recent article (Unger 
et al. 2013) does have point data in this general area that would be useful in running the model 
again and reviewing the outcome. Unfortunately, the coordinates are not provided in publications 
because ecologists and biologists have a fear that poaching and pet trade will take place if these 
coordinates are made public. 
Another limitation to this study is the model resolution of 1 km2, which may be thought 
of as too coarse in an ecological or biological study.  The fact that GARP cannot go to the 
stream/river level with the chosen environmental variables could be a limitation, but this study 
was focused on macro-scale distributions and changes, not micro-scale.  This study intended to 
model and predict the potential fundamental niche of the hellbender salamander, not the realized 
niche which can be more closely modeled using Maxent. GARP tends to over-predict, while 
Maxent tends to over-fit (Peterson and Soberon 2012). A maximum potential suitable habitat 
prediction provides the entire possible geographic envelope for the hellbender and identifies 
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regions that have suitable envrionments that may support the hellbender, however additional 
post-modeling analysis will need to occur in these areas before conservation strategies are 
implemented (Peterson et. al. 2008; Elith et al. 2011). 
Future research for this study is very exciting and there are many aspects of hellbender 
modeling that can be applied.  The GARP model can be projected onto the landscape in China 
and Japan to model the world’s largest salamander, Andrias, and a comparison can be made 
between the eastern and western hemisphere habitats of both salamanders.  Doing so can show 
similarities or differences between the hellbender habitat and Andrias’ habitat.  Other future 
research may focus on the watershed level of any local watershed that falls within modeled 
hellbender habitat. A small project that was started in the local Boone Watershed could be 
expanded and become very interesting stream-level research. A map of the watershed (Figure 
4.1) was made to overlay on the current hellbender predicted habitat. 
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Figure 4.1: Map of Boone Watershed over current hellbender habitat prediction 
 
 
 
All of the rivers, streams, and creeks have been mapped into the watershed with black 
streams indicating that they are listed as 303d, which means they are impaired or polluted for 
some reason, be it sedimentation, pesticides, or run-off.  The water bodies with blue symbology 
are considered healthy.  Much of Boone Watershed is in a highly suitable region for hellbenders 
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with ten out of ten model agreement (bright red) in many locations, but unfortunately, most of 
the waterbodies in the high suitability area are on the 303d list and possibly cannot support 
hellbender habitat.  One very interesting anecdotal finding is that within the few water bodies 
that are not listed as 303d, two members of the Boone Watershed Partnership found hellbenders 
in two different locations, alluding to the possibility that the hellbender could survive in many of 
these streams sans waterbody impairment caused by anthropogenic influences. 
This is an exciting time for hellbender conservation because more and more organizations 
are realizing the hellbender’s vulnerability to human influences on their environment.  Through 
the exploration of the spatial distribution of hellbender salamanders, GARP may aid in providing 
information to biologists and ecologists that are studying this unique amphibian.  This thesis may 
also lay the groundwork for future hellbender research with GARP and other modeling tools, 
which may provide even more information to those designing and implementing conservation 
strategies. 
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